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FACE THE NATION

09/02/18 Guests: Governor John Kasich (R-OH); John Kerry, former Secretary of State, Obama administration, author, “Every 
Day Is Extra” (2); Edward Wong, The New York Times (3); Margaret Talev, Bloomberg News (3); Kelsey Snell, NPR 
(3); Salena Zito,  The Washington Examiner, The New York Post (3)
1) Topics include: legacy of Senator John McCain / daughter Meghan McCain’s eulogy / President Donald Trump / 
current state of the Republican Party / upcoming midterm elections / Governor Kasich’s concerns about the United 
States / his last words to Senator McCain’s coffin at the Capitol
2) an interview with Mr. Kerry about what he hopes to accomplish with his book, “Every Day Is Extra” and some of the 
topics addressed within: the 2004 presidential election, his policy differences with President Obama regarding Syria, 
regrets regarding Syria and the Iran nuclear deal
3) Topics include: Syria; President Trump’s criticism of Bloomberg News, accusing them of leaking ‘off the record’ 
information about NAFTA / President Trump’s attempt to negotiate a new trilateral pact with Mexico and Canada; 
Congressional proceedings to confirm Judge Brett Kavanaugh to the Supreme Court; Ms. Zito’s response to the 
criticism of her journalism by other organizations and on social media / idea that social media companies are censoring 
conservatives; Trump administration’s North Korea policy

09/09/18 Guests: Vice President Mike Pence (1); Senator Mark Warner (D-VA),  Vice Chairman, U.S. Senate Select Committee 
on Intelligence (2); Tom Perez, chairman, Democratic National Committee (DNC) (3); Ronna McDaniel, chairwoman, 
Republican National Committee (RNC) (4); Rachael Bade, Politico (5); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (5); David 
Nakamura, The Washington Post (5); Mark Leibovich, The New York Times Magazine, author, “Big Game: The NFL 
in Dangerous Times” (5)
1) Topics include: the op-ed in The New York Times, written by an anonymous Trump administration official / Bob 
Woodward’s upcoming book on the Trump White House; President Trump’s most recent criticism of Attorney General 
Jeff Sessions; Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation; diplomatic status with North Korea; Supreme Court 
nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh
2) Topics include: Vice President Pence’s cooperation with the Mueller investigation / Senate Intelligence Committee’s 
investigation into the 2016 election; President Trump’s behavior / anonymous op-ed in The New York Times by a 
member of the Trump administration / Mr. Woodward’s upcoming book on the Trump White House
3) Topics include: midterm elections / issues impacting voters / President Obama’s return to the campaign trail and 
criticism of President Trump / U.S. economy / future of the Democratic Party
4) Topics include: comments caught on tape by OMB Director Mick Mulvaney about President Trump and his impact 
on the midterm elections / Republican efforts to hold the majority in the House of Representatives / reconciling 
President Trump’s policies with traditional conservative values
5) Topics include: midterm elections / President Trump and former President Obama on the campaign trail; Trump 
administration’s decision to come out against the anonymous op-ed and Mr. Woodward’s book; President Trump’s 
messaging on Syria; North Korea; Mr. Leibovich’s book on the NFL / President Trump’s personal resentment towards 
the NFL; possible 2020 Democratic presidential candidates emerging from the Judge Kavanaugh hearings
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

09/16/18 Guests: Jeff Glor, anchor, CBS EVENING NEWS WITH JEFF GLOR (1); Mark Strassmann, CBS News 
Correspondent (2); William Long (“Brock”), Administrator, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) (3); 
Senator Thom Tillis (R-NC) (4); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) (5); Susan Page, USA Today (6); Jamelle Bouie, 
Slate Magazine, CBS News Political Analyst (6); Jeffrey Goldberg, The Atlantic (6); Ramesh Ponnuru, The National 
Review (6); Major Garrett, CBS News Chief White House Correspondent, author, “Mr. Trump’s Wild Ride: The 
Thrills, Chills, Screams, and Occasional Blackouts of an Extraordinary Presidency” (7)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) a report from Wilmington, NC on the after effects of Florence, as North Carolina faces flooding and record rainfall
2) a report from Elizabeth City, NC on the rescue work by the U.S. Coast Guard
3) Topics include: impact of Florence; President Trump’s dispute of the figure of an estimated 3,000 deaths in Puerto 
Rico from last year’s Hurricane Maria / efforts to rebuild and strengthen Puerto Rico; Administrator Long’s reaction to 
reporting in The Wall Street Journal suggesting that he has violated travel rules
4) Topics include: impact of Florence on North Carolina; sexual misconduct allegations against Supreme Court nominee 
Judge Brett Kavanaugh / belief that Judge Kavanaugh will be confirmed by the Senate
5) Topics include: impact of Florence on South Carolina; former Trump campaign chairman Paul Manafort’s 
acceptance of a plea bargain from special counsel Robert Mueller / assurance that Mr. Mueller will be allowed to finish 
the investigation; Bob Woodward’s book on the Trump White House and its claim that the President was considering 
moving military dependents out of South Korea
6) Topics include: Mr. Manafort’s acceptance of a plea bargain from special counsel Robert Mueller; midterm elections; 
relationship between Secretary of Defense James Mattis and President Trump / possible exodus of senior Trump 
administration officials post-election; President Trump’s suspicion of the reported number of deaths in Puerto Rico 
related to Hurricane Maria; sexual misconduct allegations against Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh / 
possible approach by red state Democrats in the confirmation process for Judge Kavanaugh
7) an interview with Mr. Garrett on his new book about the chaos inside the White House and what may affect America 
long-term

09/23/18 Guests: Nikki Haley, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations (1); Representative Trey Gowdy (R-SC), Oversight 
Committee Chairman (2); Representative Anna Eshoo (D-CA) (3); Anthony Salvanto, CBS News Elections  and 
Surveys Director (5); Ed O’Keefe, CBS News Political Correspondent (5); Dan Balz, The Washington Post (6); Seung 
Min Kim, The Washington Post (6); Reihan Salam, National Review (6); Amy Walter, Cook Political Report (6)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) Topics include: news that Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh accuser - Dr. Christine Blasey Ford - has 
tentatively agreed to testify before the Senate Judiciary Committee; U.S. policy regarding Iran, Syria and North Korea; 
U.S. sanctions on China
2) Topics include: this week’s testimony from Dr. Blasey Ford and Judge Kavanaugh before the Senate Judiciary 
Committee / lack of support for an FBI investigation into Dr. Blasey Ford’s accusations; report in The New York Times 
that Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein suggested wearing a wire when he was with President Trump / President 
Trump’s criticism of Attorney General Jeff Sessions; President Trump’s decision to declassify FISA documents
3) an interview with Representative Eshoo on her meeting with Dr. Blasey Ford
4) a preview of Mr. Dickerson’s upcoming CBS THIS MORNING interview with British Prime Minister Theresa May
5) Topics include: Mr. Salvanto’s CBS News Battleground Tracker poll results on the race for control of the House of 
Representatives and the motivating factor of President Trump / excerpt and analysis of Mr. O’Keefe’s focus group of 
two Republican and two Democratic voters in Las Vegas on the Kavanaugh nominee and allegations of sexual assault 
by Dr. Blasey Ford
6) Topics include: repercussions of a potential Kavanaugh, Blasey Ford open hearing / #MeToo movement / polarized 
political climate / risks for Republicans and Democrats; midterm elections
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FACE THE NATION (continued)

09/30/18 Guests: Scott Pelley, correspondent, 60 MINUTES (1); Senator Tom Cotton (R-AR) (2); Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-
MN) (3); Mohammad Javad Zarif, Foreign Minister, Iran (4); Michael Gerson, The Washington Post (5); Molly Ball, 
Time magazine (5); Jan Crawford, CBS News Chief Legal Correspondent (5); Michael Lewis, author, “The Fifth Risk” 
(6)
Guest Moderator: John Dickerson, co-anchor, CBS THIS MORNING
1) a preview of Mr. Pelley’s 60 MINUTES interview with six members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, including 
Republicans Jeff Flake, Lindsey Graham, John Kennedy and Democrat Chris Coons.
2) Topics include: Thursday’s hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee which included testimony from Dr. 
Christine Blasey Ford and Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh / Senator Cotton’s support of Judge 
Kavanaugh / criticism of Senator Dianne Feinstein / Judge Kavanaugh’s denial of the sexual assault allegations against 
him / opinion that Dr. Blasey Ford has been victimized by the Democrats / FBI investigation
3) Topics include: Republican Senator Flake’s call for an FBI investigation / expectations regarding the FBI 
investigation / how Senator Feinstein handled the accusation from Dr. Blasey Ford / Judge Kavanaugh’s temperament
4) Topics include: President Trump’s decision to quit the Iran nuclear deal / thoughts on President Trump / Secretary of 
State Mike Pompeo / explanation of Iran President Rouhani’s use of the term ‘Nazi disposition’ when describing 
President Trump’s ‘xenophobic tendencies’ / the Holocaust / Palestine / Trump administration’s policy towards Iran
5) Topics include: Thursday’s hearing before the Senate Judiciary Committee which included testimony from Dr. 
Blasey Ford and Judge Kavanaugh / FBI investigation / Judge Kavanaugh’s demeanor and credibility / cultural impact 
of the hearings
6) an interview with Mr. Lewis on his book, “The Fifth Risk”, about the transition of power from the Obama 
administration to the Trump administration

60 MINUTES

09/02/18 “The Data Miner” - an interview with former University of Cambridge professor Aleksander Kogan who developed a 
Facebook app that harvested personal data from tens millions of users without their knowledge. He is accused of selling 
this data to Cambridge Analytica, a political consulting firm that has been hired by campaigns to create targeted ads for 
voters. During the 2016 presidential election, Cambridge Analytica was first hired by the Ted Cruz campaign, then later 
for Donald Trump. Facebook's failure to protect users' data is at the center of Congressional hearings. Includes 
interviews with: Sandy Parakilas, former Facebook data protection manager. (C: Lesley Stahl – P: Shachar Bar-On) 
(OAD: 04/22/18 - Includes an update.)
“The Shooting” - an interview with House Majority Whip Steve Scalise (R-LA), his first since being shot last June at a 
Republican Congressional baseball team practice.  He recounts the extent of his injuries, his numerous (seven) 
surgeries, and his rehabilitation regimen.  Also includes interviews with: Rep. Brad Wenstrup (R-OH); Dr. Jack Sava, 
trauma team leader, Medstar Washington Hospital; comments by Meaghan Minzy, Scalise’s physical therapist; and 
Jennifer Scalise (Steve’s wife).  (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Producers listed at the beginning of the segment: Keith 
Sharman, Jenna Gibson; Producers listed at the end of the segment: Keith Sharman, Erin Horan, Nichole Marks) (OAD: 
10/01/17)
“The Price Of Admission” - a report on a new kind of affirmative action that favors socio-economic diversity amongst 
college students in an attempt to bridge the divide between rich and poor. Includes interviews with: Daisha, Gates 
Scholar; Kaira Kelly, Gates Scholar; Bill and Melinda Gates;  Christopher Eisgruber, Princeton University president;  
first generation or low-income students at Princeton: Toyin, Mason, Kelton, Jackson, Jaylin, Chris, Tylor; Michael 
Crow, Arizona State University president. (See also: “Bill Gates”, OAD: 11/09/99 on 60 MINUTES II; “Out Of 
Control”, OAD: 04/11/04; “Giving Away A Fortune”, OAD: 10/03/10; “Bill Gates 2.0", OAD: 05/12/13; and “The 
Giving Pledge”, OAD: 11/17/13) (C: Scott Pelley – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) (OAD: 04/29/18)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

09/09/18 "Aly Raisman" - an interview with Aly Raisman, Olympic Gold Medal gymnast who describes for the first time the 
sexual abuse suffered at the hands of Lawrence Nassar, a doctor for the US Women's National Team. Includes 
interviews with: Lynn and Rick Raisman, Aly's parents. Also includes an excerpt of an interview with Jessica Howard 
from "USA Gymnastics", OAD: 02/19/17. (See also: “USA Gymnastics”, OAD: 02/19/17) (C: Dr. Jon LaPook – P: 
Andy Court) (OAD: 11/12/17 - Includes an update.)
“Clones” - a report on the cloning of an entire team of polo horses by a top Argentinian polo player who used DNA of 
his favorite pony to create an entire team with the desired high performance. Includes interviews with: Adolfo 
Cambiaso, polo player for and owner of breeding business; Dr. Adrian Muto, biologist who cloned Cambiaso's horse; 
Alan Meeker, founder of a horse-cloning business; Ernesto Gutierrez, Argentine businessman and third partner in the 
cloning venture; and Facundo Pieres, polo player, captain of Ellerstina. (C: Lesley Stahl – Producers listed at the 
beginning of Part I: Sarah Koch, Nieves Zuberbuhler; Producers listed at the beginning of Part II: Sarah Koch, Nieves 
Zuberbuhler, Terry Manning) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT (OAD: 03/11/18 on a 60 MINUTES SPECIAL 
EDITION, 8:00 – 9:00p)

09/16/18 “The Theranos Deception” – a report on Theranos, a biotech startup led by Elizabeth Holmes, a Stanford dropout and 
the youngest self-made female billionaire, who deceived media and investors by promising a new blood-analysis 
machine, touted to cost a fraction of traditional devices yet able to perform hundreds of tests. These scientific claims 
however, were fabricated, based on staged demos and falsified data. Includes interviews with: Tyler Shultz, former 
Theranos employee; Doug Matje, former Theranos employee; Erika Cheung, former Theranos employee; John 
Carryrou, reporter, The Wall Street Journal. (C: Norah O’Donnell – P: Katy Textor, Howard L. Rosenberg) (OAD: 
05/20/18 - Includes an update.)
“Impact” - a report on the brain disease CTE (chronic traumatic encephalopathy), usually suffered by football players, 
but has now been found in military veterans exposed to combat blasts. Includes interviews with: Joy Kieffer, mother to 
Kevin Ash, an Army Reserves Sergeant who died from CTE; Dr. Ann McKee, neuropathologist, VA-Boston 
University; Dr. Lee Goldstein, Boston University;  Sgt. Tom Bates, diagnosed with CTE and Libby Bates, his wife; Dr. 
Sam Gandy, neurologist, New York Mount Sinai Hospital. (C: Sharyn Alfonsi – P: Ashley Velie) (OAD: 01/07/18 - 
Includes an update.)
“The Future Factory” - a report on Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Media Lab, the university’s innovation 
center developing futuristic and creative new technologies. Includes interviews with: Arnav Kapur, Media Lab student; 
Hugh Herr, Media Lab professor; Nicholas Negroponte, Media Lab co-founder; Pattie Maes, MIT graduate program 
admissions director; Adam Haar-Horowitz, Media Lab student; Joi Ito, Media Lab director; Caleb Harper, Media Lab 
student. (C: Scott Pelley – P: Katie Kerbstat) (OAD: 04/22/18)

09/23/18 “The Dutch Solution” -  a report on how the Dutch have skillfully prevented flooding in their low-lying country 
through investments in integrated urban planning and how these innovations are being implemented in flood-prone 
cities like Hoboken, New Jersey.  Includes interviews with: Henk Ovink, Water Affairs ambassador, Netherlands; Vic 
Gremmer, social worker, Netherlands; Dawn Zimmer, former Mayor of Hoboken. (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Nichole 
Marks)
“The Real Power of Google” – a report on the immense power wielded by Google by its capture of 90% of the market 
share for search and search advertising. The Federal Trade Commission considers this hold a monopoly and deems 
Google’s business practices, such as manipulating search formulas and algorithms, as anticompetitive conduct. Includes 
interviews with: Gary Reback, anti-trust lawyer; Jonathan Taplin, director emeritus, Annenberg Innovation Lab, 
University of Southern California; Jeremy Stoppelman, CEO and co-founder, Yelp; Margrethe Vestager, competition 
commissioner, European Union.  (See also: “Google” Pts. I & II, OAD: 01/02/05) (C: Steve Kroft – P: Maria 
Gavrilovic) (OAD: 05/20/18 - Includes an update.)
“Into The Wild” – a profile / interview with wildlife photographer Thomas D. Mangelsen, who captures rare moments 
of nature. Includes interviews with: Jane Goodall, anthropologist. (C: Anderson Cooper – P: Denise Schrier Cetta) 
(OAD: 05/06/18)
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60 MINUTES (continued)

09/30/18 51st SEASON PREMIERE OF “60 MINUTES”
“The Compromise” – a report on how members of the Senate Judiciary Committee -- in particular Jeff Flake (R-AZ) 
and Chris Coons (D-DE) -- came  to a compromise to delay the Supreme Court confirmation of Judge Brett Kavanaugh, 
who faces allegations of sexual assault, for an FBI investigation. This followed testimony from Dr. Christine Blasey 
Ford before the Senate Judiciary Committee on September 27, 2018. Includes interviews with: Senator Maisie Hirono 
(D-HI); Senator Sheldon Whitehouse (D-RI); Senator Lindsay Graham (R-SC); Senator John Kennedy (R-LA). (C: 
Scott Pelley – P: Andy Court, Ashley Velie, Katherine Davis, Howard L. Rosenberg, Julie L. Holstein)
“Inside the Epidemic” – a rare prison interview with a Florida pain clinic doctor sentenced to 157 years for the sale of 
opioids. While hundreds of doctors have been imprisoned for their role in the opioid epidemic, CEOS from drug 
manufacturers and drug distributors have yet to be charged, despite their internal knowledge of unscrupulous doctors 
and clinics.  Companies like Mallinckrodt, one of the country’s largest opioid suppliers, face little more than paltry 
settlements due to fearful Justice Department employees. Includes interviews with: Barry Schultz, imprisoned doctor; 
Dave Aronberg, Florida state’s attorney; Carol Tain, mother to David, who died of overdose from pills prescribed by 
Dr. Schultz; Jim Rafelski, former DEA agent. Includes commentary from Dr. Russell Portenoy, President of American 
Pain Society. (See also: "The Whistleblower", OAD: 10/15/17; “Too Big To Prosecute”, OAD: 12/17/17; “The 
Rockford File” OAD: 05/06/18; and “Saving a Generation”, OAD: 05/13/18) (C: Bill Whitaker – P: Ira Rosen, Sam 
Hornblower)
“Paul McCartney” – an interview / profile of musician Sir Paul McCartney, in which he shares rare details from the 
Beatles years and his subsequent decades as one of the most successful musicians in popular music history. (C: Sharyn 
Alfonsi – P: Bill Owens)

48 HOURS

09/01/18 48 HOURS: “Sins of the Father” (9:00 – 10:00p) –  a followup to 48 HOURS: “The Last Confession” (OAD: 
03/01/14; 1st rebroadcast: 07/26/14; 2nd Updated Rebroadcast: 04/16/16), which was a report on the investigation into 
the 1960 murder of Irena Garza, in McAllen, Texas, and the efforts that family members and police have taken to bring 
the suspect, a Roman Catholic priest, to trial for the crime. Nearly 60 years after Irene Garza disappeared after going to 
confession on Easter weekend, the priest accused of murdering her goes on trial. In 1960, Irene Garza told her family 
she was going to church for confession but never returned home. Five days later, her body was found in a drainage 
canal. Police say she was beaten, sexually assaulted and suffocated. The investigation kept leading to Father Feit, who 
admitted hearing her last confession in the church rectory. Information about another attack, also led to Father Feit. He 
pled no contest to aggravated assault and was fined, but the Irene Garza case went cold. Rumors swirled that there was a 
conspiracy between the church and the authorities. Feit was re-assigned. In 2002, the McAllen Police Department asked 
the Texas Rangers’ cold case unit to re-examine the evidence. The investigation took a dramatic turn when a former 
monk, Dale Tacheny, told police that Feit admitted to killing a young woman while Tacheny was a counselor at a 
monastery. Despite the new finding, Hildago County District Attorney Rene Guerra did not believe the case was strong 
enough to take to court. In 2016, the new District Attorney said he had new facts and evidence and that a jury would get 
past the threshold of reasonable doubt in this case. John Feit was arrested, and flown back to Texas to stand trial. In 
December 2017, at trial, the latest details, including evidence and testimony from witnesses that the prosecution said 
was evidence of the long-suspected cover-up between authorities and the church lead to a guilty verdict in this case. 
Original on-screen text graphic: Former DA Rene Guerra says he has no regrets about how he handled the Irene Garza 
case. He plans to make another run for the DA's office this year. Do you have more information about John Feit? Please 
contact us at 48Hourstips@cbsnews.com. On-screen text graphic for the 09/01/18 rebroadcast: Former DA Rene 
Guerra says he has no regrets about how he handled the Irene Garza case. He lost his 2018 bid for the DA's office.  
Interviewed: Mike Garza (Assistant District Attorney); Noemi Ponce Sigler and Lynda de la Vina (Irene Garza family 
members); Ana Maria Hollingsworth (new witness); Darrell Davis (former TV reporter/attorney); Dale Tacheny (former 
monk); Rudy Jarmillo (Texas Ranger); Rene Guerra (former District Attorney). (C: Richard Schlesinger – P: Lourdes 
Aguiar, Ruth Chenetz, Josh Gaynor) (OAD: 01/27/18)
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48 HOURS (continued)

09/01/18 48 HOURS PRESENTS: LIVE TO TELL: “The Long Road Home” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on the recovery of 
Sebastien Bellin, an international basketball star-turned tech entrepreneur, who was nearly killed in the March 2015 
Brussels airport terror attack. His recovery is detailed over the course of eight months as he recovered from the bomb 
attack that caused him to lose over fifty-percent of his blood and left him with shattered bones and torn muscles. 
Following his basketball career, Bellin moved to Battle Creek, Michigan with his family and began a new career as a 
tech entrepreneur. The job involved regular travel to Brussels, including during the tense time in Europe. On March 22, 
2015, he arrived at the Brussels airport to fly home and that day ISIS terrorists set off bombs at the airport and at a 
nearby train station. Bellin was severely wounded. This report takes a look at what it takes to survive an attack and put a 
life back together -- including Bellin’s first-person account of the attack, his refusal to let the terrorists win, how his 15 
years as a basketball player in Europe prepared him for the moment his life would change forever, his three months in 
the hospital, the quest to get back home to his family, hours of intense physical therapy and an inspirational return to the 
basketball court. Original on-screen text graphic: Sebastian is back flying to and from Europe. He even flies into 
Brussels airport. Sebastian is writing a book about his story of survival. On-screen text graphic for the 09/01/18 
rebroadcast: Sebastien Bellin completed a ten-mile race in Antwerp last April. He plans to run a full marathon in 
Brussels next October.   Interviewed: Sebastian Belli, Sara Belli (wife); Cecilia and Vanessa Belli (daughters); Ketevan 
Kardava (foreign correspondent); Dr. Dimitrios Koulalis (surgeon); Dr. Sean Smith (rehab doctor). (C: Vladimir 
Duthiers - C: Chris Young Ritzen, Ruth Chenetz) (OAD: 11/26/16)

09/08/18 48 HOURS: “Mystery at Eagle Creek”  (9:00 – 10:00p) – a rebroadcast of an updated report on the 2009 death of 
Rhonda Casto, who went hiking in Oregon’s Columbia River Gorge with her boyfriend, Stephen Nichols, only to never 
return home, as detailed in 48 Hours: “Trail of Tears” (OAD: 03/05/16). In a new interview, Stephen Nichols, addresses 
what may or may not have happened that fateful day, giving bizarre answers and elusive clues. Before Casto headed out 
on her hike, she joked to a friend that Nichols was either - “going to propose or kill me”. Somewhere along the trail, she 
slipped or fell 150 feet to her death. An autopsy seemed to support Nichols’ version of events, but authorities declined 
to declare the death an accident, and Nichols was never charged. Investigation revealed several tawdry elements, 
including insurance policies, a potential love triangle involving Rhonda’s younger sister and theft of Social Security 
payments by Rhonda’s mother, Julia Simmons. Nichols moved to China, and began a new life with his daughter. In 
2014, a secret grand jury heard evidence and indicted Nichols for murder. He was arrested during a trip home and 
pleaded not guilty. In 2016, while awaiting trial, Nichols pleaded guilty to two counts of sexual abuse of Rhonda’s 
younger sister, Melanie Casto. In 2017, the prosecution decided to agree to a plea deal of criminally negligent homicide 
and coercion. Nichols received credit for time served and will remain on parole for three years. He says the reason he 
took the deal was time was running out for him to regain custody of his daughter. Original on-screen text graphic: 
About half of Rhonda’s million dollar life insurance policy is being held in a court-controlled account for her daughter. 
The rest of the money has gone to attorneys’ fees and Julia Simmons. Stephen Nichols still awaits a decision regarding 
custody of his daughter, now nine years old. On-screen text graphic for the 09/08/18 rebroadcast: Since this 
broadcast last aired, Stephen Nichols publicly admitted to having sex with Rhonda’s younger sister, Melanie. An 
Oregon court terminated Nichols’ parental rights. He is appealing that decision. Interviewed: Stephen Nichols, Julia 
Simmonds (Rhonda’s mother); Mike Arnold (defense attorney); and Jessica Coleburn (friend of Rhonda’s). (C: Peter 
Van Sant – P: Susan Mallie, Jennifer Terker) (OAD: 03/17/18)
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48 HOURS (continued)

09/08/18 48 HOURS: “Who Killed Fabio?” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a report on the 2017 murder of famed hairstylist and beauty 
company executive Fabio Sementilli who was found stabbed to death by his pool in Los Angeles, California. At first, 
police believed he was the victim of the “knock-knock” burglars, a ring targeting Los Angeles celebrities. Sementilli 
grew up in Canada, and became a superstar in the world of hairdressing. He moved to Los Angeles with his second wife 
and seemed to live a charmed life. Police investigation revealed that even though the Sementilli house had video 
surveillance, the DVR was gone. His widow, Monica, was anxious – calling the police every day. Police soon ruled out 
the burglars – they had never killed anyone before, and an $8000 watch was still on Sementilli’s wrist. DNA from blood 
left at the scene led to Robert Baker, a man with a colorful past, and a member of Monica Sementilli’s racquetball 
league. Finally, clues led them to believe that he and Monica were responsible for the murder, motivated by Fabio’s life 
insurance policy. Monica had been quite unhappy in Los Angeles and wanted to return to her native Canada and had 
enlisted Robert Baker to help her. Fabio’s sister believes there is more to the story. Both are currently in custody in Los 
Angeles and will be tried together. There is still one loose end – a third person was involved. Original on-screen text 
graphic: The knock-knock burglars continue to hit homes in Los Angeles. The trial of Monica Sementilli and Robert 
Baker is expected to be later this year. On-screen text graphic for the 09/08/18 rebroadcast: The knock-knock 
burglars continue to hit homes in Los Angeles. The trial of Monica Sementilli and Robert Baker is expected to be next 
year. Interviewed: Mirella Rota (Fabio’s sister); Luigi Sementilli (Fabio’s son); Joe Mercurio (Fabio’s friend); Bill 
Dunn (Los Angeles Police Department Detective); Justin Eisenberg (neighbor); Navid Solouk (home security expert); 
Pete Castellanos (friend of Fabio’s); Mitch Englander (Los Angeles City Councilman); Elyse (friend of Monica’s from 
the racquetball league); William Hayes (Los Angeles Police); and Mary Fulginiti (former federal prosecutor). (C: 
Michelle Miller – P: Chuck Stevenson, Greg Fisher) (OAD: 03/10/18)

09/15/18 48 HOURS: “Killer Performance” (9:00 – 10:00p) - a report on the 2010 murder investigation of 23-year-old dancer 
Julie Kibuishi in Southern California, and how her friend, former U.S. Army soldier Sam Herr, became the prime 
suspect in the case until investigators encountered an aspiring actor with a horrific tale to tell. Kibuishi was found dead 
in Herr’s bedroom, shot twice in the head. Police immediately believed Herr was the prime suspect, but friends and 
family thought otherwise. While searching for Herr and tracing his ATM and credit card usage, police were led to 
Herr’s neighbor, actor Daniel Wozniak, who told police that Herr confessed to him and was on the run. Suspecting he 
was lying, detectives continued to question Wozniak, and he became their prime suspect. They also brought his fiancé, 
fellow actor Rachel Buffet, in as well, and she barely reacted to the news -- another red flag to investigators. Under 
further questioning, Wozniak confessed to killing both Julie and Sam. He told police he had lured Herr to the theater, 
where he killed and dismembered Herr, ultimately disposing of his body in a park. Herr then went back and performed 
in a play. The investigation eventually revealed that Daniel Wozniak planned and executed the murders in order to steal 
Sam Herr’s life savings, which he planned to use to pay for his honeymoon trip with Rachel Buffet. After murdering 
Sam, Wozniak set Sam up by texting Julie to come to Sam’s apartment, where he killed her. Wozniak then went back to 
the theater and performed with his fiancé in a play. Rachel Buffet and his brother Tim Wozniak were arrested as 
accessories after the fact. Five and a half years later, in a five day trial, the jury found him guilty in two and a half hours. 
During the penalty phase, Wozniak’s attorney tried to shift the blame Rachel Buffet. Family members addressed the 
court to speak about Sam and Julie and their friendship. No one spoke for Wozniak. The judge sentenced him to death. 
Original on-screen text graphic: Rachel Buffet and Tim Wozniak’s trial dates are pending. UPDATE for the 09/15/18 
updated rebroadcast: Daniel Wozniak went on trial for the double murder of Julie Kibuishi and Sam Herr. After five 
days, his fate was in the hands of the jury and after five-and-a-half years, he was found guilty and sentenced to death. In 
September 2018, after a week-long trial, Rachel Mae Buffett was also found guilty. On-screen text graphic for the 
09/15/18 updated rebroadcast: Rachel Buffet will be sentenced November 8. She faces almost four years in prison.  
Interviewed: Steve and Raquel Herr (Sam’s father and mother); Masa Kibuishi and June Kibuishi (Julie’s parents); Jose 
Morales, Ed Everett, and Mike Cohen (detectives); Miles Foltz (friend of Sam’s); Wesley Freilich (friend of Daniel 
Wozniak); Matt Murphy (prosecutor); Deborah Kennedy and Kara Kessener (Wozniak’s cast mates).  (C: Tracy Smith – 
Producers listed for 10/08/16: Liza Finley, James Stolz, Gayane Keshishyan Mendez, Chris Young Ritzen; Producers 
listed for 09/15/18: Liza Finley, Gayane Keshishyan Mendez, James Stolz, Chris Young Ritzen ) (OAD: 10/08/16)
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48 HOURS (continued)

09/15/18 48 HOURS: “The Last Ride Home” (10:00 - 11:00p) – an examination of the 2016 case of wealthy lawyer Tex 
McIver, who shot his wife Diane McIver from the backseat of a car while their friend drove them home. Exactly what 
led to the gunshot that killed Diane McIver is at the heart of the case against her husband. During the drive home, traffic 
got bad and Diane told the driver Dani Jo Carter to take the back roads towards the Buckhead section of Atlanta. Tex 
McIver asked for his .38 caliber handgun, which he kept in the car because he was concerned about the neighborhood 
they were in at the time, and Diane handed it to him. He told police he fell asleep and the gun accidentally went off, 
shooting Diane, who was in the front passenger seat, in the back. Carter sped to a hospital four miles away at Tex’s 
insistence, even though there were closer hospitals. He never called 911. Diane died on the operating table, but not 
before telling doctors she thought the shooting was an accident. The Atlanta Police Department investigated and 
decided that it was not intentional. The Fulton County District Attorney charged McIver with involuntary manslaughter 
and reckless conduct. The District Attorney thought there was more than meets the eye and conducted their own 
investigation finding out that Tex was broke and even owed Diane money. He also started selling off her belongs with 
the money going to the estate, not to him, even though the couple kept their finances separate. They charged him with 
murder, thinking that he killed her because he was desperate for money. The defense says the shooting was nothing but 
an accident. In March 2018, the trial began in Atlanta and this week, Tex McIver was convicted of felony murder. 
Interviewed: Anne Schwall  (friend of Diane); Linda and Rance Winkler (neighbors); Howard Sills (friend); Dani Jo 
Carter(friend/driver of vehicle); Bill Rankin (reporter); Vincent Hill (law enforcement analyst/former police officer); 
Bert Davis (Georgia Bureau of Investigation agent); Bruce Harvey (Tex McIver’s attorney); Paul Howard (Fulton 
County DA). (C: Maureen Maher – P: Judy Rybak, Josh Gaynor) (OAD: 04/28/18)

09/22/18 48 HOURS: “Death by Text” – an updated rebroadcast about the death of Conrad Roy III, and the groundbreaking 
case against Michelle Carter, who prosecutors say influenced Roy, via text messages, to kill himself. On July 12, 2014, 
Conrad Roy died of carbon monoxide poisoning after sitting in his truck with a gas-powered water pump running in the 
backseat. Prosecutors say Roy was driven to kill himself through hundreds of incessant messages from Carter, who was 
more than 30 minutes away at the time he died. Carter was later charged with involuntary manslaughter. Her defense 
team maintains Roy decided to kill himself on his own. As seen through his own videos, Conrad Roy talked about his 
own struggles with social anxiety, depression and thoughts of suicide. His mother Lynn Roy, also talks about the death 
of her son and the pain she lives with. Though they lived an hour apart in Massachusetts, the couple communicated 
almost exclusively via texts, online and by phone. The prosecution maintained Carter could have done something to 
stop Roy. The heart of the case is the question of whether Carter’s texts and messages pushed Roy to take his life, or 
would he have done it anyway. Prosecutors argued that Carter played on Roy’s mental health and her actions were 
reckless; she knew what she was doing and just wanted attention. The defense maintains Carter had her own 
psychological problems and that she was also involuntarily intoxicated by the antidepressant drug Celexa: she was 
enmeshed in the delusion that it was a good thing to help him die. The prosecution hoped the judge paid attention to the 
text Carter sent to her friend a week after his death, in which she admitted she could possibly go to jail. After three days 
of deliberation, the judge rendered his verdict, completely rejecting Carter’s defense and finding her guilty. At 
sentencing Michelle Carter could receive twenty years behind bars. The Roy family knows that words have power, and 
that they can forever change lives. UPDATE for the 08/05/17 updated rebroadcast: Nearly seven seeks after being 
convicted, Michelle Carter, arrives for sentencing. The prosecution asked that Carter serve 7-12 years in prison. Her 
attorney requests probation. Judge Lawrence Moniz sentences Michelle Carter to fifteen months behind bars – a 
sentence that does not please the defense, who will appeal the conviction. Her attorneys request to stay the jail sentence. 
The judge grants the stay, meaning Michelle will be out on probation until the appeal makes its way through the 
Massachusetts court system. Neither Michelle nor her family, have reached out to the Roy family. On-screen text 
graphic for the 08/05/17 updated rebroadcast: Lynn Roy has filed a 4.2 million wrongful death suit against Michelle 
Carter. The goal is to establish a memorial for Conrad. On-screen text graphic for the 09/22/18 rebroadcast: Lynn 
Roy has filed a 4.2-million-dollar wrongful death suit against Michelle Carter. Interviewed: Lynn Roy (mother); 
Camdyn Roy and Morgan Roy (sisters); Aryanna Taylor (friend of Conrad Roy); Ed McFarland (Carter’s softball 
coach); Bob McGovern (Boston Herald legal columnist); Harold Koplewicz (child and adolescent psychiatrist). (C: Erin 
Moriarty – P: Ruth Chenetz, James Stolz, Marcelena Spencer, Liza Finley, Susan Mallie, Alec Sirken) (OAD: 06/16/17; 
1st Updated Rebroadcast: 08/05/17)
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48 HOURS (continued)

09/29//18 48 HOURS: “Murder on the Dark Web” (9:00 – 10:00p) and “Click For A Killer” (10:00 – 11:00p) - a two-part 
report on the alarming world of murder-for-hire on the mysterious “dark web”. The two-hour season premiere exposes 
an international criminal organization in a hunt for a self-described murder mastermind simply named Yura. The six-
month investigation, which covered 30,000 miles, uncovered solid information that led law enforcement to arrest people 
in four separate cases, who were allegedly willing to pay to have someone killed. Includes: (1) “Murder on the Dark 
Web” - 48 HOURS learned first learned of Yura, the unknown person behind an alleged hit-man-for-hire organization, 
while investigating the shooting death of Amy Allwine in Minnesota. Police learned of a plot to murder Amy Allwine in 
2016. The FBI investigated, but nothing was discovered. From that point on, Amy lived with the knowledge that 
someone wanted her dead. Another threat asked her to commit suicide. Soon after, Amy was shot dead. Police did not 
believe it was suicide and immediately suspected her husband Stephen Allwine. Investigation led to the conclusion that 
Stephen was unhappy in his marriage and divorce was not an option in his life. Stephen had hired Yura, but things did 
not work out and he finally took matters into his own hands – Stephen drugged and shot her to death himself. After an 
eight day trial, the jury convicted him of first-degree murder. He was sentenced to life in prison without the possibility 
of parole. (2) “Click For A Killer” – Anchor Peter Van Sant and the 48 HOURS team investigate deep into the “dark 
web”, discovering information which lead to arrests in four murder plots. They found that anyone with money, a 
computer and the right software can find websites advertising hitmen for hire with as much ease as online shopping. 
With the help of Chris Monteiro, a white-hat computer hacker; and writer Eileen Ormsby, they continue their search for 
Yura. At one point, Yura agrees to meet with Van Sant in London, but he backs out at the last minute. Then Yura begins 
to share the names of potential hit targets, turning on the customers who have paid him thousands of dollars in bitcoins. 
48 HOURS shared the information with law enforcement. One of the targets identified by Yura was Sydney Minor, a 
22-year-old single mother in Tennessee. Told of the plot, she realized her married boyfriend, Brandon States, had 
ordered the hit, because she refused to have an abortion. Another target includes Tina Jones, a woman allegedly 
involved in a wild love triangle, accused of trying to pay thousands in bitcoin to have her lover’s wife murdered. The 
team also notified authorities in India, Iran, Taiwan and Singapore about plots. Lastly, they contacted the authorities 
about the case of a woman named Laurie, in San Luis Obispo, California, who was the subject of a murder-for-hire plot 
meant to look like an accident. Ultimately, clues led to her step-son Beau Brigham, who was identified as the suspect. In 
yet another twist, Monteiro and Ormsby raise questions about whether Yura is running a real murder-for-hire site or just 
swindling people out of money. Authorities aren’t sure either. On-screen text graphic: Yura is still generating new 
customers. One inquiry, just last week, was trying to secure a hit man in New York City. Interviewed: Chris Monteiro 
(computer hacker); Eileen Ormsby (writer/ CBS News consultant); 1) Terry Raymond (Cottage Grove Detective); 
Gwen Martin (Cottage Grove Sergeant); Randy McAlister (Cottage Grove Police Captain); Jamie Kreuser (Washington 
County (MN), Prosecutor); Jane Sharpe (Amy Allwine’s friend); Kevin Devore (defense attorney for Allwine); 2) 
Sydney Minor (target); Justin Kmitch (journalist); Wong Pei Ting (journalist); Dan Dow (District Attorney, San Luis 
Obispo County); John Bledsoe, Suzie Welsh, Antony Peluso (San Luis Obispo law enforcement officers); John Lehr 
(Central Coast Cyber Forensics Laboratory); Beau Brigham (stepson of potential victim); Alexis Brigham (mother of 
Beau). (Correspondent: Peter Van Sant – No producers listed for either broadcast.)

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS

09/01/18 CBS NEWS SPECIAL REPORT: Honoring America’s Maverick: Senator John McCain 1936 – 2018 - live 
coverage of the procession past the Vietnam Veterans Memorial and subsequent memorial service for Senator John 
McCain (R-AZ) at the Washington National Cathedral in Washington, D.C. Senator McCain died August 25th, after a 
thirteen-month battle with brain cancer. He was 81-years-old. Eulogists: Meghan McCain, daughter; Joseph Lieberman, 
former U.S. Senator (D-Conn.); Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of State; George W. Bush, former President (43); 
and Barack Obama, former President (44). Homily delivered by the Father Edward A. Reese, St. Ignatius Prep 
President. Correspondents / Contributors: Margaret Brennan (anchor, Washington, D.C.); John Dickerson (Washington, 
D.C.); Bob Schieffer (Washington, D.C.); Ed O’Keefe (Washington, D.C.); Chip Reid (Capitol Hill); Mola Lenghi 
(Vietnam Veterans Memorial); Nancy Cordes (Washington National Cathedral).
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CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS (continued)

09/27/18 CBS NEWS SPECIAL COVERAGE: The Kavanaugh Hearings (10:00a – 7:00p) – live coverage of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee hearings for Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh. Includes opening statements from 
Senators Chuck Grassley (R-IA) and Dianne Feinstein (D-CA). Also includes statement and testimony from Dr. 
Christine Blasey Ford, who accuses Judge Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her during the summer of 1982, when they 
were both teenagers. Dr. Blasey Ford is questioned by Rachel Mitchell, counsel for Senate Judiciary Republicans, and 
Senate Judiciary Democrats. During the sixth hour of coverage, Judge Brett Kavanaugh delivers his opening statement 
denying the allegations and is subsequently questioned by Ms. Mitchell, Senate Judiciary Democrats and Senate 
Judiciary Republicans. Coverage includes analysis and commentary throughout the proceedings. Correspondents / 
Contributors: John Dickerson (co-anchor, Washington, DC); Gayle King (co-anchor, Washington, DC); Jan Crawford 
(Washington, DC); Ed O’Keefe (Capitol Hill); Norah O’Donnell (co-anchor, Capitol Hill); Nancy Cordes (Capitol 
Hill); Jeff Glor (co-anchor, Washington, DC); Bianna Golodryga (Washington, DC); Rikki Klieman (Washington, DC); 
Weijia Jiang (White House).

* * * * *


